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ABSTRACT: Nonvolatile charge-trap memory plays an important role in
many modern electronics technologies, from portable electronic systems to
large-scale data centers. Conventional charge-trap memory devices typically
work with fixed channel carrier polarity and device characteristics. However,
many emerging applications in reconfigurable electronics and neuromorphic
computing require dynamically tunable properties in their electronic device
components that can lead to enhanced circuit versatility and system
functionalities. Here, we demonstrate an ambipolar black phosphorus (BP)
charge-trap memory device with dynamically reconfigurable and polarity-
reversible memory behavior. This BP memory device shows versatile memory
properties subject to electrostatic bias. Not only the programmed/erased state
current ratio can be continuously tuned by the back-gate bias, but also the
polarity of the carriers in the BP channel can be reversibly switched between
electron- and hole-dominated conductions, resulting in the erased and programmed states exhibiting interchangeable high
and low current levels. The BP memory also shows four different memory states and, hence, 2-bit per cell data storage for
both n-type and p-type channel conductions, demonstrating the multilevel cell storage capability in a layered material based
memory device. The BP memory device with a high mobility and tunable programmed/erased state current ratio and
highly reconfigurable device characteristics can offer adaptable memory device properties for many emerging applications
in electronics technology, such as neuromorphic computing, data-adaptive energy efficient memory, and dynamically
reconfigurable digital circuits.
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Recently, the growing importance of reconfigurable
electronic systems1,2 and a wide range of bioinspired
electronic applications promoted intense research in

developing electronic devices with dynamically reconfigurable
properties.3−7 Unlike conventional electronic devices that
operate with fixed characteristics, these emerging applications
often demand devices with tunable characteristics and
reconfigurable functionalities.3,4,7−11 Most of the research
activities in this field so far have been focused on developing
logic switches with reconfigurable behaviors,3,12−14 while it is
also highly desired to develop memory devices with dynamic
tunability in their key performance parameters such as the
channel carrier polarity and the programmed/erased state

current ratios. Nonvolatile (NV) charge-trap memory is a
popular type of solid-state memory technology15−17 due to its
excellent data storage performance and device scalability. The
typical programming operation is based on the charge storage
in the gate dielectric, leading to a shift in the threshold voltage
of its field-effect current modulation behavior. Black
phosphorus (BP) has recently emerged as a layered thin-film
material with a moderate bandgap of 0.3 eV. Its comparable
electron and hole carrier effective masses have resulted in
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balanced electron and hole mobility, and both can be above
1000 cm2/(V s) at room temperature.18 Field-effect transistors
(FET) with BP as the channel material has also shown a
respectable on/off current ratio exceeding 105.19−22 These
properties made BP attractive for charge-trap memory device
applications, while its relatively small bandgap can enable
significant modification of the carrier density and even
ambipolar conductions in the channel by electrostatic bias,
offering opportunities for developing charge-trap memory
devices with highly reconfigurable characteristics that are hard
to achieve using conventional semiconductors, as well as in
other layered 2D materials such as MoS2 and graphene. MoS2-
based charge-trap memory devices typically have limited
tunability23,24 in its characteristics due to its relatively large
bandgap above 1.8 eV. On the other hand, the graphene-based
devices25−28 have low programmed/erased state current ratios
due to its zero bandgap.
In this work, a BP-based ambipolar memory device with

dynamically reconfigurable memory behavior is reported. The
key feature of the device is that the channel polarity can be
dynamically tuned such that the programmed and erased state
current levels can be reversibly changed by electrostatic bias,
which can, for example, enable dynamic reconfigurability
between active-high and active-low logic29,30 in the memory
data output. BP with a moderate 0.3 eV bandgap and ambipolar
transport is ideally suited for such applications. Furthermore,
the devices show a respectable memory window and tunable
programmed/erased state current ratios as well as demonstrate
2-bit per cell data storage in 2D material based memory devices.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1a shows the structure of the reconfigurable BP charge-
trap memory device. This device employs BP as the channel
material, which can provide ambipolar hole and electron
conductions in the channel under different back-gate voltages.
Here, the back-gate terminal is used to provide electrostatic bias
that can allow for the modulation of the Fermi level and carrier

density in the BP channel. BP flakes were first exfoliated on
SiO2 (90 nm)/Si substrate. A previous empirical study has
shown that 5−10 nm thick BP sample can give the best trade-
off between carrier mobility and device on/off current ratio.19

As a result, BP flakes with a thickness of 5−10 nm are typically
selected as the channel material followed by e-beam lithography
and metal deposition, Cr/Au (3 nm/40 nm), to form the
source and drain electrodes. In order to realize ambipolar
characteristics in BP transistors, Cr/Au can typically be selected
as the contact metal to enable the ambipolar conduction19 since
the work function of Cr (4.5 eV) is close to the midgap of BP.31

A 30 nm Al2O3 layer is then deposited using atomic layer
deposition (ALD) as the gate dielectric of the device to
function as both the charge-trapping and charge-blocking layer.
Finally, the top gate (control gate) electrode Cr/Au (3 nm/40
nm) is fabricated. Figure 1b shows the atomic force microscopy
(AFM) image of the as-fabricated device. The inset shows the
thickness of this particular BP flake. The fabricated BP memory
device can operate with either electron or hole dominated
conductions in the channel depending on the back-gate bias
(Figure 1c). This is enabled by the ambipolar nature of the BP
channel, which is a result of the relatively small bandgap of this
material, and the metal contacts used that allows both electron
and hole injection into the channel. A positive VBG can tune the
BP Fermi level close to the conduction band edge (n-type),
while the Fermi level can be tuned close to the valence band
edge (p-type) at negative VBG bias. As a result, the device is in
the OFF state for VBG ranging from −7.92 to +6.24 V. The
bandgap of BP can be estimated by the following formula8
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where q is the electron charge, ΔVth is the difference in the
threshold voltages for the electron and hole branches, and SSn
and SSp are the subthreshold slopes for the electron and hole

Figure 1. Device structure, fabrication, and I−V characteristics. (a) Schematic of the ambipolar BP charge-trap memory device. The 30 nm
Al2O3 acts as the charge-trapping layer. (b) AFM image of the sample. The thickness of the BP flake is ∼10 nm. (c) Ambipolar conduction in
the as-fabricated BP FET subject to back-gate bias, indicating its 0.3 eV bandgap. (d) Typical hysteresis window of the BP charge-trap
memory by top-gate control under zero back-gate voltage. The leakage current is well below 20 pA under all of the bias conditions shown in
the plot.
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conducting branches, respectively. The extracted values of SSn
and SSp are 1.98 and 3.59 V/dec for this device. SS60 is the
thermodynamically limited subthreshold slope (60 mV/dec) at
room temperature. By extracting the parameters from Figure
1c, the bandgap is estimated to be ∼0.30 eV, which agrees with
the 0.3 eV bandgap of BP reported in theoretical studies and
other experimental work in the literature.32−34 The transfer
curve of a BP device with back-gate modulation is shown in
Figure S1 of the Supporting Information. The minimum
conductivity point is located close to 0 V bias (at ∼1.2 V for a
90 nm SiO2 gate oxide), and the electron and hole conduction
branches are fairly symmetrical, indicating that the BP material
is relatively intrinsic.
Figure 1d shows the transfer curve of the BP memory device

for both forward and backward top-gate voltage sweeps at VBG
= 0 V. There are two hysteresis windows, which indicate the
ambipolar transport of the device. Moreover, the positive shift
of the minimum conductivity point during the forward/
backward sweeps of the gate voltage is a signature of the
charge transfer effect35 between the BP and Al2O3. The
memory window, i.e., the shift of the threshold voltage, in the
n-type channel conduction branch, can be as large as 16.2 V.
For both p-type (at negative VBG) and n-type (at positive VBG)
conductions in the BP channel, a positive voltage applied to the
top gate (control gate) always shifts the threshold voltage of the
transfer curve more positive (or less negative). The threshold
voltage shift indicates that a transfer of charge has occurred
under the application of the gate voltage. This transfer of
charge could be either due to the movement of the local
charges already present in the system, e.g., electrons or ions in
the Al2O3 dielectric or by the injection or removal of electrons
from the dielectric through the electrodes or BP channel. The
“sign” of the threshold voltage shift indicates that negative
charges have been injected into the Al2O3 dielectric (the sign of
the threshold voltage shift will be opposite if the charge
reconfiguration is due to mobile ions or electrons in the
dielectric). Hence, we can use a positive voltage at the control
gate to program the BP memory device for both p-type and n-
type channel conduction by injecting electrons into the Al2O3
charge-trapping layer. At a typical programming voltage of 20
V, the vertical electric field at the programming voltage is
estimated to be ∼6.7 MV/cm at the BP/Al2O3 interface based
on the parallel plate model. Since this is close to the typical
breakdown field 5−10 MV/cm36 of Al2O3, it is reasonable to
expect that charges can be trapped deep inside the Al2O3.
Under these high fields, electrons are easily injected into the
dielectric and remain trapped in the metastable states. The
observed device behavior also agrees with that in carbon
nanotube37−40 and organic41−43 semiconductor based non-
volatile memory devices operating with a dielectric charge-trap
mechanism.24,25

As shown in Figure 2a, for hole conduction in the BP
channel at negative VBG, the stored electrons cause a positive
shift in the threshold voltage for the p-type channel, resulting in
a higher current level (Figure 2c) in the programmed state
compared to the erased state at a given read voltage. For n-type
conduction in the BP channel at positive VBG bias (Figure 2b),
the stored negative charges also cause a positive shift in the
threshold voltage. Due to n-type channel conduction in BP, this
positive VT shift would result in a lower current level (Figure
2d) in the programmed state compared to the erased state at a
given read voltage. Hence, as shown in Figure 2, by tuning the
polarity and the amplitude of the back-gate bias, a

reconfigurable charge-trap memory can be realized. Parts a
and b of Figure 3 show the I−V characteristics of the fabricated
BP memory devices at VBG = −20 and +20 V, respectively. The
top-gate (control gate) bias was swept from −VTG,max to
+VTG,max followed by +VTG,max to −VTG,max, respectively. The
control gate threshold voltage shift ΔVth increases with higher
VTG,max, indicating that a larger programming voltage on the top
gate can lead to a larger amount of charges being injected into
the dielectric layer. As shown in Figure 3c,d, ΔVth increases
fairly linearly with VTG,max for both p-type and n-type
conduction branches at VBG = −20 and +20 V, respectively,
demonstrating that the amount of charge carriers injected into
the Al2O3 layer can be well-controlled by tuning the
programming voltage at the top gate. This allows the realization
of ambipolar multibit data storage in a single BP memory
device. The reconfigurable hysteresis curves and the associated
memory effects have been demonstrated in more than 10
ambipolar BP memory devices (see Figure S2 of the Supporting
Information).
The multilevel cell data storage capability is experimentally

demonstrated by applying program/erase pulses to the device
and monitor the drain current up to 1200 s under a 100 mV
source-drain bias with the read voltage chosen at VTG= 0 V. As
shown in Figure 4a, for p-type BP channel conduction at VBG =
−20 V, the initial current levels are 0.2, 1.5, and 4.3 μA after the

Figure 2. Operation mechanism of the BP reconfigurable charge-
trap memory device. (a) Energy diagram for the programming
process at negative back-gate bias. The channel conduction is p-
type. (b) Energy diagram for the programming process at positive
back-gate bias. The channel conduction is n-type. For both (a) and
(b), a positive voltage pulse on the top (control) gate allows the
electrons to be injected into the Al2O3 layer, shifting the threshold
voltage more positive. (c) IDS−VTG characteristics at positive back-
gate bias with (charged) and without charges (neutral) trapped in
the Al2O3 layer, respectively. In this case, the programming
operation shifts the threshold voltage more positive (or less
negative). The read current level is higher for the programmed
state and lower for the erased state. (d) The IDS−VTG characteristics
under negative back-gate bias with (charged) and without charges
(neutral) trapped in the Al2O3 layer, respectively. In this case, the
programming operation also shifts the threshold voltage more
positive (or less negative). The read current level is lower for the
programmed state and higher for the erased state.
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device is programmed at VTG = 10, 12, and 20 V pulses,
respectively. The data integrity is not compromised after 1200 s
and at a programmed/erased state current ratio above 103. It
can be expected based on the extrapolation from the measured
data that the retention time of these memory devices can be
several orders of magnitude beyond the measured value (see
Figure S3 of the Supporting Information). By controlling the
program voltage at the top gate, the amount of electrons
injected into the Al2O3 dielectric can be controlled. Here, by
programming the device at VTG = 10, 12, and 20 V, the device
shows four different current levels including the −16 V erased
state. The four different states can be denoted as 00, 01, 10, and
11 states corresponding to the −16 V erased state and the 10,
12, and 20 V programmed states. A similar 2-bit per cell data
storage capability is also demonstrated for the n-type channel
conduction at VBG = 20 V as shown in Figure 4b. The injection
of electrons into the Al2O3 dielectric will shift the threshold
voltage more positive for both the n-type and p-type channel
operations. It will lead to higher read current in the
programmed state than the erased state for the p-type
conduction regime, but for the n-type conduction regime of
this ambipolar BP memory device, the positive shift in the

threshold voltage will lead to a reduced read current in the
programmed state compared to the erased state as illustrated in
Figure 2d. This is evident in Figure 4b, which shows that for n-
type channel conduction the read current is 1.2 μA at the
erased state and the read currents switch to lower levels for the
three programmed states. The programmed state read currents
for programming at 12, 16, and 20 V are 48.2, 2.3, and 0.4 nA,
respectively. The initial change in the current level as shown in
Figure 4 can be due to the possible presence of POx at the BP/
Al2O3 interface (see detailed discussion in the Supporting
Information). The charges injected into POx can escape much
easier than the charges trapped in Al2O3. Although precautions
have be taken to prevent the oxidation of the BP sample by
processing the device in an Ar glovebox as much as possible, it
is still possible that small traces of POx could form during the
device fabrication process.
Because of the screening effect, the ability of the gate electric

field to modulate charges in the BP channel becomes weaker as
the BP channel thickness increases. This has a profound impact
on the device characteristics. Parts a and b of Figure 5
summarize the programmed (11 state) and erased (00 state)
state current levels and the programmed/erased state current

Figure 3. Tunable ambipolar BP memory device characteristics. IDS vs VTG characteristics for (a) VBG = −20 V and (b) VBG = 20 V at different
VTG,max for a 5 nm thick BP channel device with VDS = 100 mV. The dependence of the shift in the threshold voltage ΔVth on VTG,max under (c)
VBG = −20 V and (d) VBG = 20 V, respectively.

Figure 4. Multilevel-cell storage. IDS vs time characteristics at (a) VBG = −20 V for the erased and programmed states (00, 01, 10, and 11) of
the device with 10 V, 12, and 20 V programming pulses (100 ms duration) and at (b) VBG = 20 V for the erased and programmed states (00,
01, 10, and 11) of the device with 12, 16, and 20 V programming pulses (100 ms duration).
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ratio I11/I00 at different biases of VBG for two BP memory
devices with the BP layer thicknesses of 5 and 10 nm,
respectively. For VBG significantly lower than 0 V, the
programmed state current is higher than the erased state
current, while for VBG significantly higher than 0 V, the
programmed state current is lower than the erased state
current. A clear transition around VBG = 0 V is observed for
both the 5 and 10 nm BP devices. Furthermore, there is a clear
change in the programmed/erased state current ratio due to the
modulation of the BP channel Fermi level by the back gate bias
from the valence band edge to the midgap and then to the
conduction band edge. For VBG = 0 V, the trapped charges in
the Al2O3 dielectric shift the Fermi level in the BP layer around
its midgap, and the change in the channel current is less
significant. The current level change is more significant when
the Fermi level in the BP layer is closer to the bandgap edges
for larger positive and negative biases of VBG. For the 10 nm BP
device, the programmed/erased state current ratio I11/I00 is

around 10 at VBG = 0 V. At larger negative or positive VBG
biases, this ratio can be enhanced to over 103. Hence, in these
BP memory devices, not only can the channel polarity, and thus
the programmed and erased state current levels, be reversibly
tuned but also the programmed/erased state current ratio can
be dynamically controlled by the back-gate bias. Moreover, the
5 nm thick BP channel device has a larger I11/I00 ratio
compared to the 10 nm thick BP channel device. This ratio is
close to 40 at zero back-gate bias and increases to over 4 × 104

at VBG = 20 V. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5c, the device
with 5 nm thick channel also has a larger memory window
compared to the device with 10 nm thick channel for the same
operating conditions. This reflects the reduced screening
effect19 in thinner BP samples and hence more significant
carrier modulation in the channel.
To further demonstrate the reconfigurable behavior of the

ambipolar BP memory device, its dynamic characteristics are
studied. The repeated switching between the programmed and
erased states for both p-type and n-type channel conductions is
shown as a function of time in Figure 6a,b. In each program/
erase cycle, a positive pulse (20 V, 100 ms) is applied to the top
gate for programming the device followed by a negative pulse
(−20 V, 100 ms) to erase the stored data. As shown in Figure
6a,b, for p-type conduction in the channel at VBG = −20 V, the
programming voltage pulse switches the channel current level
measured at Vread = 0 V from low to high, and for n-type
conduction in the channel at VBG = 20 V the program voltage
pulse switches the channel current level from high to low. A
negative erase pulse applied at the top gate can remove the
trapped charges from Al2O3, and the read current level can
recover to the erased state for both p-type and n-type channel
conduction operations, respectively. The dependence of the
memory properties on the programming pulse width is shown
in Figure S4 of the Supporting Information. The calculated
trapping rate is in the range of 1015−1012 cm−2 s−1. The
endurance of the device is also studied by applying +20 and
−20 V pulses with 100 ms duration. The results in Figure 6c,d
indicate the repeatable and stable cycling in 100 cycles between
the programmed and erased states for VBG = −20 and +20 V.
Moreover, there is no significant performance degradation for
the device over at least 2 months due to the well-protected BP
channel by Al2O3 encapsulation. A detailed study on protecting
BP using Al2O3 has also been reported in ref 44, which used
near-field optical measurement and atomic force microscopy
measurement to show that BP protected by >10 nm of Al2O3
shows no degradation after more than 2 months. The dynamic
characteristics of the device at different back-gate bias VBG are
also measured. Figure 6e shows the read current of the device
measured with respect to time for repeated cycles of program
and erase operations. The colors in the plot correspond to data
points measured at different values of VBG bias. As the back-gate
bias increases from −20 to 0 V, the BP channel has p-type
conduction. The high and low current levels represent the
programmed and erased states, respectively. In addition, the
programmed/erased states current ratio decreases with
increasing back-gate bias and the BP channel is relatively
intrinsic around VBG = 0 V. As the back-gate voltage increases
from 0 to 20 V, the channel conduction becomes n-type, and it
is clear that the programmed state now has a lower current level
compared to the erased state due to the reversal of the channel
polarity, demonstrating the ambipolar reconfigurability in the
BP memory device. The programmed/erased states current
ratio also increases at a more positive VBG bias. One direct

Figure 5. Thickness dependence of the device characteristics. (a)
Programmed and erased state currents as a function of the back-
gate bias for both the 5 and 10 nm thick BP channel devices. (b)
Programmed/erased states current ratio as a function of the back-
gate bias for the 5 and 10 nm devices. (c) Shift in the threshold
voltage for the 5 and 10 nm samples at different back-gate bias for
VTG,max = 20 V. Both devices are identical in their structures and
operating conditions except for the channel thickness.
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application of this reconfigurable device, for example, is that the
output data read from the memory device can be dynamically
switched between active-high and active-low logic45 implemen-
tations that can be useful for many reconfigurable electronic
systems. It is also attractive for the emerging field of
neuromorphic computations where many biomimetic applica-
tions demand device reconfigurability and diverse function-
alities, for example, as an artificial synaptic device that can
dynamically reconfigure between excitatory and inhibitory
responses.7

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, an ambipolar multilevel-cell black phosphorus
nonvolatile charge-trap memory is demonstrated that shows
dynamically reconfigurable characteristics. The channel polarity
can be reversibly switched between electron and hole
conductions. Not only can the programmed/erased state
current levels be widely tuned by electrostatic bias, but also
their high and low levels can be completely reversed due to the
ambipolar conduction in the narrow 0.3 eV bandgap black

phosphorus channel. The BP memory also shows a
programmed/erased state current ratio up to 5 × 104 with
multilevel cell data storage capabilities. Such reconfigurable BP
memory can find many applications in the dynamically
reconfigurable active-high/active-low logic, data-adaptive en-
ergy efficient memory, and also the emerging field of
neuromorphic computations46 as artificial synaptic devices
that can dynamically reconfigure7 between excitatory and
inhibitory responses.

METHODS
Device Fabrication. The fabrication of the devices started with the

mechanical exfoliation of BP thin films from bulk crystals (Smart
Element) onto 90 nm SiO2 on a silicon substrate in an argon-filled
glovebox (Mbraun, Inc.) with both oxygen and water concentrations
well below one part per million (1 ppm). The sample electrode pattern
was then created using a Vistec EBPG 5000+ 100 kV electron-beam
lithography system with PMMA A4 resist spin-coated at 3000 rpm for
1 min. Cr/Au (5/30 nm) were then deposited, followed by a lift-off
process in acetone to form the source and drain electrodes. The total
accumulated time of BP exposure to air before ALD is less than 15

Figure 6. Dynamically tunable program/erase operations. (a) Dynamic switching between the erased state (low current, device off) and the
programmed state (high current, device on) at VBG = −20 V for the 5 nm thick BP channel device. (b) Dynamic switching between the erased
state (high current, device on) and the programmed state (low current, device off) at VBG = 20 V for the same device. (c) Performance of the 5
nm thick BP channel device for 100 cycles of program/erase operations at VBG = −20 V. (d) Performance of the 5 nm thick BP channel
memory device for 100 cycles of program/erase operations at VBG = 20 V. The program and erase pulses are +20 V, 100 ms and −20 V, 100
ms, respectively. The program and erase pulses are +20 V, 100 ms and −20 V, 100 ms, respectively, for (c) and (d). (e) Dynamically tunable
memory characteristics of the ambipolar BP memory device. The 5 nm thick BP channel memory device is biased at different back-gate
voltages. The device is programmed and erased at 20 V and −20 V, respectively. The programmed/erased state current ratio and the polarity
of the channel conduction can both be dynamically and reversibly tuned. The channel conduction is p-type for negative VBG and n-type for
positive VBG.
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min. The 30 nm thick Al2O3 top-gate dielectric was formed by ALD
using a Cambridge NanoTech Savannah system. Cr/Au (5/30 nm)
top-gate electrodes were fabricated using the same metallization
procedure as discussed above.
AFM Measurements. The AFM images were captured using a

Bruker Dimension-Icon FastScan system.
Electrical Measurements. The electrical characterizations were

carried out using an Agilent B1500A parameter analyzer in a
Lakeshore cryogenic probe station. The measurements are performed
in vacuum (<1 × 10−4 Torr) at room temperature. All of the
measurements of the transfer curves used the same sweeping rate of
0.68 V/s. The pulse is generated under I−V list sweep mode with a
minimum pulse width of 10 ms. Additional pulse measurements were
performed using a Keithley 4200 system with the pulse measurement
module.
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